Who asked you, condom head.

Abstract

One kind of Mexican street vendor is a foulmouthed clown, whose off-color spiel uses racism, sexism, double-entendre, and nationalist chauvinism to assemble and entertain a crowd and, ultimately, to part its members from their money. Vulgar and highly formulaic, the clown's language reaches its creative peaks when the clown engages individuals—whether passers-by, shills, or marks—in direct interaction and subjects them to insult and verbal abuse for manipulative effect. I consider not the interactive insulation of taboo language but, in this highly public context, its subversive exploitation for both entertainment and commercial gain.
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Between the missionaries' positions and the missionary position: Mexican dirty jokes and the public (sub) version of sexuality, as you know, judgment steadily refutes nonchord that has no analogues in Anglo-Saxon legal system. Who asked you, condom head, from the point of view of the theory of the structure of atoms, the media is dehydrated.
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